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The Picture Museum Of Sorcery Magic And
Alchemy
That the Tarot originated in ancient Egypt as a divinatory tool
is a romantic misconception. Ron Decker’s meticulous scholarship
will surprise practitioners and academics alike, revealing the
Tarot’s true evolution and meanings as its inventor(s)
understood it. The Tarot consists of the Minor Arcana, four
suits of cards similar to our modern deck, and the Major Arcana,
twenty-two allegorical or “trump” cards. Decker says the foursuit deck was invented in Asia Minor before AD 1000; Italian
courtiers added the trumps in the 1400s. But Tarot was first
used as a game. Tarot divination was only created in the 1700s
by a Parisian fortuneteller who based the trump images on
Hermeticism, which merges Greco-Egyptian alchemy, astrology,
numerology, magic, and mysticism. Today, the suit-cards are
often traced to the ancient Jewish Cabala. But, says Decker,
they, too, acquired their meanings only in the 1700s, and he
cites a lost numerical system based on Cabala at that time.
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Decker’s interpretation integrates three whole systemsastrological, arithmological, mystagogical (concerning
initiation rites into the Mysteries). His depth of knowledge
makes the book a must-have for serious students of Tarot and
esotericism.
Debunks popular beliefs and reveals the facts about political,
cultural, scientific, and technological misconceptions,
addressing such topics as Napoleon's stature, the danger of
quicksand, and caffeine's effects on the body.
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft has influenced and guided
countless students, coven initiates, and solitaries around the
world. One of modern Wicca's most recommended books, this
comprehensive text features a step-by-step course in Witchcraft,
with photographs and illustrations, rituals, beliefs, history,
and lore, as well as instruction in spellwork, divination,
herbalism, healing, channeling, dreamwork, sabbats, esbats,
covens, and solitary practice. The workbook format includes exam
questions at the end of each lesson, so you can build a
permanent record of your spiritual and magical training. This
complete self-study course in modern Wicca is a treasured
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classic—an essential and trusted guide that belongs in every
Witch's library. Praise: "A masterwork by one of the great
Elders of the Craft. Raymond Buckland has presented a treasure
trove of Wiccan lore. It is a legacy that will provide magic,
beauty, and wisdom to future generations of those who seek the
ancient paths of the Old Religion."—Ed Fitch, author of Magical
Rites from the Crystal Well "I read Buckland's Complete Book of
Witchcraft with much pleasure. This book contains enough
information and know-how for all approaches: the historical, the
philosophical, and the pragmatic . . . quite entertaining, as
much for the armchair enthusiast as for the practicing
occultist."—Marion Zimmer Bradley, author of The Mists of Avalon
"Never in the history of the Craft has a single book educated as
many people, spurred as many spiritual paths, or conjured as
much personal possibility as Buckland's Complete Book of
Witchcraft."—Dorothy Morrison, author of The Craft
The Night Has a Naked Soul
Sorcery in Mesoamerica
The Book of Common Fallacies
Women and Magic in the Ancient World
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Illustrated by Numerous Incantations, Specimens of Medical
Magic, Anecdotes, and Tales
Dunwich

Approaching sorcery as highly rational and rooted in significant
social and cultural values, Sorcery in Mesoamerica examines and
reconstructs the original indigenous logic behind it, analyzing
manifestations from the Classic Maya to the ethnographic present.
While the topic of sorcery and witchcraft in anthropology is well
developed in other areas of the world, it has received little academic
attention in Mexico and Central America until now. In each chapter,
preeminent scholars of ritual and belief ask very different questions
about what exactly sorcery is in Mesoamerica. Contributors consider
linguistic and visual aspects of sorcery and witchcraft, such as the
terminology in Aztec semantics and dictionaries of the Kaqchiquel and
K’iche’ Maya. Others explore the practice of sorcery and witchcraft,
including the incorporation by indigenous sorcerers in the Mexican
highlands of European perspectives and practices into their belief
system. Contributors also examine specific deities, entities, and
phenomena, such as the pantheistic Nahua spirit entities called forth
to assist healers and rain makers, the categorization of Classic Maya
Wahy (“co-essence”) beings, the cult of the Aztec goddess Cihuacoatl,
and the recurring relationship between female genitalia and the
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magical conjuring of a centipede throughout Mesoamerica. Placing the
Mesoamerican people in a human context—as engaged in a rational and
logical system of behavior—Sorcery inMesoamerica is the first
comprehensive study of the subject and an invaluable resource for
students and scholars of Mesoamerican culture and religion.
Contributors: Lilián González Chévez, John F. Chuchiak IV, Jeremy D.
Coltman, Roberto Martínez González, Oswaldo Chinchilla Mazariegos,
Cecelia F. Klein, Timothy J. Knab, John Monaghan, Jesper Nielsen, John
M. D. Pohl, Alan R. Sandstrom, Pamela Effrein Sandstrom, David Stuart
This third novel in the trilogy that began with The Lovecraft Code and
continued with Dunwich concludes the globe-spanning tale of Professor
Gregory Angell and his attempt to keep the Necronomicon out of the
clutches of a gaggle of secret societies, and his life out of the
grasp of terrorists and intelligence agents. Angell makes his way back
to the Americas after trekking across Central Asia and China and
sailing the South China Sea to Indonesia. In the meantime, the search
for the missing professor and the all-important book consumes Dwight
Monroe and his team, while a string of murders in New Orleans baffles
Detective Cuneo and brings NYPD Lieutenant Wasserman out of
retirement. At the same time, Jamila, the young Yezidi woman with a
strange paranormal ability and a deadly aim, finds herself on a
mission in the United States to take out the man who destroyed her
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village. And a distraught mother whose two sons were abducted by a
sinister being is now pregnant with another child and travels around
the country looking for answers in gatherings of UFO contactees and
the rites of a voodoo priestess where she will have to confront a mindbending truth. They all find themselves drawn together at a building
in one of America's iconic cities at a house with a bizarre
architecture that is based on a strange but sacred geometry--a
geometry that's designed to call down something from the stars. Based
on themes from the works of H. P. Lovecraft, especially "The Haunter
of the Dark" where the mysterious Shining Trapezohedron makes its
appearance, Starry Wisdom ties together the various strands of occult
knowledge, political intrigue, and pop culture that are woven through
the first two books. Hailed by author Christopher Farnsworth (Red,
White and Blood, and The President's Vampire) as a "more intelligent
Da Vinci Code" and by Whitley Strieber (Communion, The Wolfen, and The
Hunger) as "a riveting work of fiction," this book will thrill ancient
aliens' fans and Lovecraft aficionados and is supported by the genuine
scholarship of occultists, terrorists, military leaders, and
intelligence agents.
Provides an overview of neo-paganism from the Goddess to magic and
rituals, from history and ethics to the relationship of neo-paganism
to Christianity.
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The Book of Magic
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft
Magical Religion and Modern Witchcraft
Astrology, Magic, and Alchemy in Art
National Library of Medicine Current Catalog
From Ancient Roots to Modern Usage

This volume investigates the physical evidence for magic in medieval and modern
Britain, including ritual mark, concealed objects, amulets, and magical equipment.
The contributors are the current experts in each area of the subject, and show
between them how ample the evidence is and how important it is for an
understanding of history.
"Previously published as Hour of the witch"--T.p. verso.
Includes subject section, name section, and 1968-1970, technical reports.
The Winterthur Museum Libraries Collection of Printed Books and Periodicals:
General catalog
The Visionary Tarot
Magic and Alchemy
Picture Museum of Sorcery, Magic & Alchemy
Current Catalog
Physical Evidence for Ritual Acts, Sorcery and Witchcraft in Christian Britain
Breathtaking landscapes, unrivaled trekking, and the creative spirit
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of Reykjavík: experience it all with Moon Iceland. Inside you'll find:
Strategic, flexible itineraries, from a three-day tour of the best of
Reykjavík to a nine-day road trip on the famed Ring Road, designed
for outdoor adventurers, culture and history buffs, wildlife lovers,
and more Unique experiences and can't-miss highlights: Drive past
quaint towns and enormous fjords, hike through Iceland's majestic
national parks, and bask in the shimmering glow of the northern
lights. Stroll Reykjavík's busy streets, listen to up-and-coming bands
at uniquely themed venues, and kick back with a handcrafted
Icelandic beer at a local hangout The top outdoor activities: Search
for seals, whales, and porpoises off the Icelandic coast or spot arctic
wildlife like puffins and reindeer onshore. Trek across a mighty
glacier, hike the rim of a remote volcano, and relax in the milky blue
waters of the Blue Lagoon. Explore crystalline ice caves and mineralrich lava tubes or catch a rainbow appearing over a thundering
waterfall Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Honest
advice from local author Jenna Gottlieb on where to eat, where to
stay, and when to go, including insight on traveling during the
winter Handy tools including an Icelandic phrasebook and critical
background information on the landscape, culture, history, and
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environment Find your adventure with Moon Iceland. Countryhopping in Scandinavia? Check out Moon Norway. Heading on to
continental Europe? Try Moon Barcelona & Madrid or Moon Rome,
Florence & Venice.
Interrogating the magic-gender connection / Kimberly B. Stratton -From goddess to hag: the Greek and the Roman witch in classical
literature / Barbette Stanley Spaeth -- "The most worthy of women is
a mistress of magic": women as witches and ritual practitioners in I
Enoch and rabbinic sources / Rebecca Lesses -- Gendering heavenly
secrets?: women, angels, and the problem of misogyny and "magic" /
Annette Yoshiko Reed -- Magic, abjection, and gender in Roman
literature / Kimberly B. Stratton -- Magic accusations against
women in Tacitus's Annals / Elizabeth Ann Pollard -- Drunken hags
with amulets and prostitutes with erotic spells: the re-feminization
of magic in late antique Christian homilies / Dayna S. Kelleres -- The
bishop, the pope, and the prophetess: rival ritual experts in third
century Cappadocia / Ayşe Tuzlak -- Living images of the divine:
female theurgists in late antiquity / Nicola Denzley Lewis -Sorceresses and sorcerers in early Christian tours of Hell / Kirsti
Barrett Copeland -- The social context of women's erotic magic in
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antiquity / David Frankfurter -- Cheating women: curse tablets and
Roman wives / Pauline Ripat -- Saffron, spices, and sorceresses:
magic bowls and the Bavli / Yaakov Elman -- Victimology, or: how to
deal with untimely death / Fritz Graf -- A Gospel amulet for Joannia
(P.Oxy. VIII 1151) / Annemarie Luijendijk.
This book presents the story of a unique collection of 140
manuscripts of ‘learned magic’ that was sold for a fantastic sum
within the clandestine channels of the German book trade in the
early eighteenth century. The book will interpret this collection
from two angles – as an artefact of the early modern book market as
well as the longue-durée tradition of Western learned magic –, thus
taking a new stance towards scribal texts that are often regarded as
eccentric, peripheral, or marginal. The study is structured by the
apparent exceptionality, scarcity, and illegality of the collection, and
provides chapters on clandestine activities in European book
markets, questions of censorship regimes and efficiency, the use of
manuscripts in an age of print, and the history of learned magic in
early modern Europe. As the collection has survived till this day in
Leipzig University Library, the book provides a critical edition of the
1710 selling catalogue, which includes a brief content analysis of all
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extant manuscripts. The study will be of interest to scholars and
students from a variety of fields, such as early modern book history,
the history of magic, cultural history, the sociology of religion, or
the study of Western esotericism.
Witchcraft and Sorcery Among the Western Cherokee
Magical Manuscripts in Early Modern Europe
Witchcraft and Medicine (1484-1793).
The Folk Healers-sorcerers of Siquijor
Dictionary of Angels
Beyond Energy Magic
Prints, drawings, documents, and text illuminate the development of the occult sciences to
the nineteenth century
"An exuberant fantasy . . . a daring book."?Der Spiegel "In Sten Nadolny’s masterful The
Joy of Sorcery, magic, love, and family illuminate a tragic time in world history...Quirky,
well-drawn characters inhabit a believable world that’s rich with possibilities...This book
should be savored. Each letter to Mathilda is a tasty buffet of wise, whimsical insights into
the richness of human experiences. Pahroc’s legacy of love for his family inspires zest for
living, too. The Joy of Sorcery is a headlong dive into love and magic, told with humor and
heart, that leaves one wishing for just one more letter from the sly old sorcerer
Pahroc."--Foreword Reviews As a young boy in Germany before the First World War,
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Pahroc discovers that he has special abilities. He can lengthen his arm at will, reaching out
to pluck a cherry ten feet away; he can absorb all of the information in a book by placing
two fingers on its spine; he can appear to others in the form of a crocodile: He is a
sorcerer. Pahroc finds his own community of sorcerers, including Emma, the woman he
marries, and as the years pass, he becomes one of the great masters of his secret calling. He
works as a radio technician, then an inventor, then a psychotherapist, and the outside
world never knows that he can fly through the air unassisted or walk through walls. Being
able to temporarily turn to steel or conjure money from nothing prove crucial to surviving
and ushering his growing family through the Second World War. Now, at 106, Pahroc’s
greatest concern is passing on his art to his infant granddaughter Mathilda, the only one of
his many descendants to have revealed talents like his own. In the twelve letters which
form this book, he writes down his life for her. It is the witty, endearing, and surprising
story of a man with his own special way of resisting the disenchantment of the world. "A
wise, magical read."—Kronenzeitung A "smart, almost philosophical novel . . .
enchanting."—Münchner Merkur "An enchanting book in the truest sense."—Süddeutsche
Zeitung "An audacious book . . . a plea for the imagination in a perilously unimaginative
time."--Stephan Lohr, Der Spiegel Praise for Sten Nadolny and The Discovery of
Slowness: "Absolutely stunning."?Times Literary Supplement "Vivid and constantly
surprising…excels at conveying the feel of discovery."?Washington Post Book World "This
remarkable, superbly translated novel derives from the life of the real 19th century
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explorer John Franklin…[whose] adventures are conveyed with spellbinding
skill."?Publishers Weekly Sten Nadolny was born in Brandenburg, Germany in 1942. He
is the author of eight novels including The Discovery of Slowness, his best-known book,
and The God of Impertinence. The Discovery of Slowness has been translated into more
than twenty languages and become a modern classic of German literature. Nadolny has
won several literary awards including the Ingeborg Bachmann Prize. He lives in Berlin.
Breon and Lynda Mitchell have been collaborating on award-winning translations of
German novels and short stories for over three decades, including major works by Franz
Kafka, Heinrich Böll, Günter Grass, Uwe Timm, Sten Nadolny, and Marcel Beyer. Their
most recent translation was the English libretto for Gottfried von Einem's opera Der
Prozess, performed in concert at the 2018 Salzburg Summer Festival. ?
This is a new release of the original 1929 edition.
The Magic Image in Relation to Witchcraft, Sorcery and Religion
Falsehoods, Misconceptions, Flawed Facts, and Half-Truths That Are Ruining Your Life
Starry Wisdom
Occultism in Western Theater and Drama
With Three Hundred and Seventy-six Illustrations
Daughters of Hecate

Examines the history, practices, and philosophies of magic and alchemy in Western
history.
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An investigation of the evidence in Talmudic, gnostic, apocalyptic, partristic, and
legendary texts concerning immortal, winged beings.
In this unprecedented work, the author Christopher A. Smith has meticulously
studied no less than 6 original Icelandic manuscripts dating from 1500 to 1860 to
extract a picture of the aims, tools and techniques of Icelandic sorcerers. Set
against the context of the harsh economic, social and environmental conditions of
this North Atlantic island, the book gives a detailed account of the types of spells
that were used and the motivations behind them. Hundreds of items from the six
books of magic have been analysed to present the reader with a clear idea of the
methods that were used, including incantation, invocation of deities and use of the
enigmatic magical staves (galdrastafir). Furthermore, the book goes into great
detail concerning the physical tools used by magicians and the kinds of objects
that might have been found in a sorcerer's 'toolbox'. The book is illustrated
throughout with images from the original manuscripts. Although it is not intended
by any means as a book of instruction, one chapter does focus on workings of
certain types and gives suggestions for those brave enough to try them out. All in
all, this work will be an indispensable item for anyone interested in the history of
magic in general and of Icelandic magic in particular.
Book 3 of The Sorcerer's Path
A Universal Guide
Cumulative listing
Exposing Harry Potter and Witchcraft
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Magic with Images
Stages of Evil

Master storyteller Alice Hoffman brings us the conclusion of the Practical Magic
series in a spellbinding and enchanting final Owens novel brimming with lyric
beauty and vivid characters. The Owens family has been cursed in matters of
love for over three-hundred years but all of that is about to change. The novel
begins in a library, the best place for a story to be conjured, when beloved aunt
Jet Owens hears the deathwatch beetle and knows she has only seven days to
live. Jet is not the only one in danger—the curse is already at work. A frantic
attempt to save a young man’s life spurs three generations of the Owens
women, and one long-lost brother, to use their unusual gifts to break the curse as
they travel from Paris to London to the English countryside where their ancestor
Maria Owens first practiced the Unnamed Art. The younger generation discovers
secrets that have been hidden from them in matters of both magic and love by
Sally, their fiercely protective mother. As Kylie Owens uncovers the truth about
who she is and what her own dark powers are, her aunt Franny comes to
understand that she is ready to sacrifice everything for her family, and Sally
Owens realizes that she is willing to give up everything for love. The Book of
Magic is a breathtaking conclusion that celebrates mothers and daughters,
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sisters and brothers, and anyone who has ever been in love.
“The evil that men do” has been chronicled for thousands of years on the
European stage, and perhaps nowhere else is human fear of our own evil more
detailed than in its personifications in theater. In Stages of Evil, Robert Lima
explores the sociohistorical implications of Christian and pagan representations
of evil and the theatrical creativity that occultism has engendered. By examining
examples of alchemy, astronomy, demonology, exorcism, fairies, vampires,
witchcraft, hauntings, and voodoo in prominent plays, Stages of Evil explores
American and European perceptions of occultism from medieval times to the
modern age.
From antiquity to the Enlightenment, astrology, magic, and alchemy were
considered important tools to unravel the mysteries of nature and human destiny.
In this latest volume in the popular Guide to Imagery series, Battistini presents a
careful analysis of occult iconography in many of the great masterpieces of
Western art, calling out key features in the illustrations for discussion and
interpretation.
Ancient Sources Rediscovered in Hermeticism and Cabalah
The Complete Book of Devils and Demons
The History of the Occult Tarot
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A Novel
Picture Museum of Sorcery Magic & Alchemy
Moon Iceland
In a work that spans nearly two centuries, anthropologist Alan Kilpatrick
explores the occult world of the Western Cherokee, expounding on
previously collected documents and translating some forty new shamanistic
texts that have never been disclosed to outside audiences. For over a
hundred and fifty years, the Cherokee Indians have been recording their
medico-magical traditions in the native script of the Sequoyah syllabary.
These shamanistic texts, known as idi:gawe':sdi, deal with such esoteric
matters as divining the future, protecting oneself from enemies (living and
dead), destroying the power of witches, and purifying one's soul from all
forms of supernatural harm. As one of the few scholars able to translate the
discourse, Kilpatrick's work underlines the critical role of transformational
language in the ritual performance.
Azerick has had enough of death and wants nothing more than a home and
to train his young apprentice, but death is far from finished with him. An
enemy he had hoped to have left behind sets out to destroy him by sending
an assassin of uncanny ability and unspeakable evil to avenge the death of
his son. A shadow war rages across the kingdom, and it is only a matter of
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time before Azerick is dragged into it and is forced to put an end to Duke
Ulric's schemes once and for all.
Book may have numerous typos, missing text, images, or index. Purchasers
can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from
the publisher. 1891. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER XIV.' A GYPSY MAGIC SPELL.
HOKKANI BASO LELLIN DUDIKABIN, OR THE GREAT SECRET
CHILDREN'S RHYMES AND INCANTATIONS TEN LITTLE INDIAN BOYS
AND TEN LITTLE ACORN GIRLS OF MARCELLUS BURDI- GALENSIS.
HERE is a meaningless rhyme very common among children. It is repeated
while "counting off" --or "out" --those who are taking part in a game, and
allotting to each a place. There are many versions of it, but the following is
exactly word for word what I learned when a boy in Philadelphia: -- Ekkeri
(or ickery), akkery, u-kcry an, Fillisi', follasy, Nicholas John, Queebee quabee -- Irishman (or, Irish Mary), Stingle 'em--stangle 'em--buck! With a
very little alteration This chapter is reproduced, but with much addition,
from one in my work entitled "The Gypsies," published in Boston, 1881, by
Houghton and Mifflin. London: Trubner Sc Co. The addition will be the
most interesting portion to the folk-lorist. in sounds, and not more than
children make of these verses in different places, this may be read as
follows: -- Ek-keri (yekori) akairi, you kair an, Fillissin, follasy, Nakelas jan
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Kivi, kavi--Irishman, Stini, stani--buck! This is, of course, nonsense, but it is
Romany or gypsy nonsense, and it may be thus translated very accurately:
-- First--here--you begin! Castle, gloves. You don't play! Go on! Kivi--a
kettle. How are you? Stdni, buck. The common version of the rhyme begins
with-- "One--ery--two--ery, ickery an." But one-ery is an exact translation of
ek-keri; ek, or yek, meaning one in gypsy. (Ek-orus, or yek-korus, means
once). And it is remarkable that in-- "Hickory dickory dock, The rat ran up
the clock, The clock struck one, And down he run, Hickory dickory dock."
We have hickory, or ek-keri, again followed by a significant one. It may be
observed that while my firs...
The Joy of Sorcery
The Menace Beneath the Magic
Mystical Origins of the Tarot
Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune-telling
Five Books of Power
The Esoteric Tarot
Dunwich is based on the themes in H. P. Lovecraft’s The Dunwich Horror and is the continuation of
Peter Levenda’s novel The Lovecraft Code. Beginning with the harrowing experience of an alien
abductee in a small New England town and continuing through a series of encounters with a renowned
mathematician, mercenary geneticists, an international ring of pornographers, the human trafficking cult
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of the Islamic State, and practitioners of an arcane form of sexual occultism, Dunwich follows the
adventures of religion professor Gregory Angell as he attempts to discover a shocking secret encoded
within an ancient book of magic that, once deciphered, will cause the eruption of a force so prehistoric
that its earthly temples—once submerged beneath the seas—will rise to the surface again.
Discover the power of the tarot to see the future, explain the present and develop your psychic skills. The
Tarot excels as one of the most powerful tools for divination, spiritual growth, and psychic skill building.
For centuries, its mysterious symbols have opened the gateways to the spiritual realms. This is a
complete, comprehensive and universal guide to everything you need to use any Tarot deck. It covers
the history and evolution of the Tarot, the meanings of the cards, and step-by-step instructions for using
card spreads for readings and personal insights. In addition, you will learn how to use the Tarot in
meditation and in the interpretation of your dreams. Easy to understand diagrams will guide you in the
creation of your own unique spreads. An extensive glossary of symbols will aid your study and skill with
any deck of your choosing. This is the perfect guide for both novice and advanced student on using the
Tarot for personal growth and building a clientele.
"Abandon all hope ye who enter here."
The Picture Museum of Sorcery, Magic and Alchemy
The Sorcerer's Legacy
Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy
The Clandestine Trade In Illegal Book Collections
With a Road Trip on the Ring Road
A Feeling for Magic
After the tremendous success of the Energy Magic books, Rasbold Ink is now
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presenting the two part compilation of the entire Bio-Universal Energy series. Part one
is Energy Magic Compleat which includes the original book that launched a movement,
Energy Magic, plus CUSP, the book that moves the energy magic techniques through an
entire year's practice. Together, these two books give you the absolute information
starter package for short-term and long-term positive manifestation through the use of
bio-universal energy (your own personal energy blended with that of the Divine). Now,
for those who wish to delve deeper into the practice, the remaining five books of The
Bio-universal Energy Series have been combined into Book 2. This volume contains the
entire manuscripts for Reuniting the Two Selves, Properties of Magical Energy, The Art
of Ritual, Days and Times of Power, and Magical Ethics and Protection. With these two
books, the reader has the sum total of the entire Bio-universal Energy Series. Again,
please note that this is previously printed material published under the individual titles
above. The text is not significantly changed. This powerful combination is for those who
truly want to maximize the impact of the connection with God/Goddess/The Creator and
who are ready to use that energy to change their life into the experience they wish it to
be. Learn how to effectively and safely use bio-universal energies to create miracles and
create real positive manifestation, both in the immediate future and in the long-term.
An essential volume for serious students of the Tarot, this compelling survey describes
the many fascinating decks imagined over time and the secret histories of mystics.
Thoroughly examines the original historical source of each tarot card, how the card's
divinatory meanings evolved from these symbols, and provides authentic spreads and
divination techniques from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Original.
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Icelandic Magic - Aims, Tools and Techniques of the Icelandic Sorcerers
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